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From Grey to Green virtual gallery at Kunstmatrix

Environmental ac�vists and ar�sts have organized 2 amazing virtual art events now in progress.
These online events reflect on science and nature while demonstra�ng the latest innova�ons in
virtual event technology. These shows also engage the public in a dialogue on climate ques�ons
and supports ar�sts that have been nega�vely impacted by gallery and exhibit closures.
The virtual galleries in these 2 shows offer impressive 3-dimensional viewing. The ability
to zoom to see the details of the artwork and to experience art in imagined environments
points to the future of art shows. In these virtual shows, you will find art that celebrates the
wondrously inven�ve, and infinitely delicate and orderly in the world of nature.
The ac�vists and organizers of these art shows come from diverse backgrounds. The organizers
of the Earth Ac�on Ini�a�ve show include Mira Liu and Neem Patel who are studying for
Doctoral Degrees in science at the University of California at Berkeley. Their interests are in

the fungi that regenerate life in soils following
fires, and the strategies for enriching soil without
the damage to ocean life and groundwater of
agricultural nitrate pollu�on.

REALISTIC Nature Playset
for Kids, a painting by
William Raines

Blush of the Cherry Blossoms, a
painting by Fen Hsu

Also notable is William Raines, from Issaquah,
WA, who helped put together an amazing toscale virtual gallery in the KunstMatrix website
for the From Green to Grey show. His pain�ng,
“REALISTIC Nature Playset for Kids”, at first
glance is a pleasant playground scene, but at
second glance, asks ques�ons about what has
been lost in the drive toward endless produc�on
and consump�on. “REALISTIC Nature Playset
for Kids” evokes the emerging concern about
such things as toxins in rubber �res that poison
fish, health risks associated with crumb rubber
in playground surfaces, and the public interest
in natural landscaping, permaculture and
regenera�ve farming prac�ces.
Earth Ac�on Ini�a�ve’s online show features art
in an imagined gallery with flying birds that opens
to the sky. The art show is part of the 2021 Earth
Ac�on conference that includes pop-art exhibits
at Berkeley area food and music venues, as well
as online workshops and performances. This
annual event began in 2017 and is organized by
a group of graduate students at the University of
California, Berkeley and their friends. The event
this year centers on the theme of “Wildlife”, and
spotlights “Growth: Seed Phase”, a short film by
Gregory Grano, a Los Angeles-based filmmaker.
Proceeds and artwork sales support research
efforts toward climate change and environmental
ac�vism. Links to the virtual gallery can be found
at: EarthAc�onIni�a�ve.org.

Earth Action Initiative virtual gallery on YouTube

From Green to Grey is a virtual art show to inspire introspec�on and dialogue about climate
change and environmental policy. 16 artworks are featured in a 3-dimensional virtual gallery
experience and an online store at Fine Art America where art prints are on offer. Sea�le
area ar�sts William Raines, Julie�e Ripley-Dunkelberger, and June Sekiguchi were curators of
this show of poe�c and intriguing artworks. Art print sales support environmental ac�vism
organized by the Sunrise Movement, see sunrisemovement.org. Links to the KunstMatrix virtual
gallery and the Fine Art America art prints store can be found at: FromGreentoGrey.com.

About Fen Hsu
Fen Hsu is an ar�st and engineer who believes that art inspires joy and innova�on. She enjoys making pastel portraits
and pain�ngs. Her pain�ngs are currently exhibited in the Earth Ac�on Ini�a�ve show at earthac�onini�a�ve.org,
and the From Green to Grey show at fromgreentogrey.com. Visit artsywiz.com or connect with her at @artsywizz on
Instagram.
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